
1'256 [Boox I.1151-1-95)

The lion. (K.)

I10;

)9) Small, or young, (K, TA,) and light, or

active: applied to a boy. (TA.) __ See also )ygj.

l r r

Large, or bulky; applied to a ship:

‘i ‘O1 I’ a

:) you say 413),?) 3.55... a large, or bulky,

‘ ,9,

ship: (TA :) or signifies a sort of large,

or bulky, ship. (@ in art. )oj.)_Also Heavy;

applied to a man. (K.)

: see the next paragraph, in two places.

[The hornet, or hornets; a large sort of

wasp;] a stinging kind qfjly; ;) a certain

Qfflying thing that stings; (TLTAQ i. q.

)gs, or ),._:>; (TA ;) and '5)”; signifies

the same, (K,) [or app. is the n. un.,] and so

does ‘3(5); ($,I_(,) a dial. var. mentioned by

ISk: ($:)’ [being a coll. gen. n.,] )yjj is [some

times] made of the fem. gender: the pl. is:) andklijll sometimes means the flies of the

meadows or gardens (Ham p. 324.)

_ Also A young ass ‘that is able to bear burdens.
‘If

(K.) _ And A large rat: pl.)._:Uj, occurring in

poetry [app. for (TA.)/_.Also, [as an

epithet,] Light, or ‘active,- clever, or ingenious,

(K, TA ;) mentioned by Abu-l-Jarréh, from a

man of the Benoo-Kilab, and he adds that it

means light, or active; (TA ;) quick in reply;

(1;, TA ;) and so Q3}. (K.) =Also, and 1,1,1;

and ‘3a)., A certain tree, (K, TA,) of large side,

(TA,) resembling the [or plane-tree], (K,

TA,) but not wide, the leaves of which are like

those of the nut-tree in appearance and scent,

having blossoms like those of the)5; [q. v.], white

tinged [with another colour], and having a fruit

exactly like the olive, which, when fully ripe,

becomes intensely black and very sweet, and is

eaten by men like ripe dates, has a stone like that
VIE’)

of the A)’; [or fruit of the service-tree], and

dyes the mouth like as does the mulberry : it is

planted. (TA.)-Also, the same three words,

A species of the Q’: [or fig], called by the people

ofthe towns and villages the Q19‘; (IAar,

K, TA ;) one of the strange trees of the desert:

(IAar, TA.)

} see the next preceding paragraph.

s,” ,.,g

0,3,3}; 0.5.5.1 is like 9;}; 2.131, (1;, TA,)

meaning He took it altogether; mentioned in

art”). (TA.)

0''!’ 9
0

29,}. A land abounding with [or
I JD) 1

hornets, pl. of),.,.3)‘; the (3 being rejected in its

formation]: ($ in art. )0’, and K:) similar to

‘,9’ lb‘ 4/ , r I; ) r

3,3» Uéql and M, meaning 73E; Q1} and

‘filial ($.)

on.

or)

[mentioned in the and Msb in art. (35]

Oil_ ofjasmine: or this is called5:53", and is of the dialggpgf El-’Ir{ik; (Az, TA ;)

[for] it is said that 53,3) signifies the jasmine

[itself]: (Mgh:) or, as some say, it is a certain
,9,

flower, which is put into [i. e. oil of sesame,

or, as being likened thereto, because of its clear

ness, white oil before it becomes altered], and the

like, and ofwhich is [thus] made an [odorif'erous]

oil; like as is done with other species of flowers.

(MF.) [In the present day, this name is applied

to several species of plants: namely, Mogorium

sambac of Juss., Lam. , Desfont. : _ Nyctanthes

sambac of Linn. ; nyctanthes undulata in notis

Amoan. academ. 4, p. 449: (Delile, Flor. Aegypts

Illustr., no. 8:) _ and Iris germanica of Linn. ; or

Iris sambac of Forsk. : (Idem, no. 26 2) ._ also the

lily.]_ Also The [musicalreed, orpipe,called] 53:2},

(AA, T, TA,) or ,t'sys. (Aboo-Malik, 1;.) _

Wine : (IAar, K, and T in art. ,al :) or
5 9 IO’ 9

(IAmb,

0

wine such as is termed and .ufi.
TA in art. - l

40/

(5Q) A certain herb, or leguminous plant, hot,

burning, or biting, to the tongue, and that causes

headache.

a

J-é)‘

I O I 0' I v

M) and J9; dial. vars. of ()5), mentioned

in art. J9)‘ [q. v.]: pl. TA.)

6-’).

and gill, (AA, $, Msb, K,) the latter

being a dial. var. of the former, (Mgh,) both of‘

them chaste, (TA,) [but the latter is the more

common] and t @351 (s. K) and ' iéiiw, (K.)

A certain nation of the blacks; high, K;)

[the inhabitants of the country called by us “ Zan

guebar,” including the “ Zingis ” ofPtolemy, near

the entrance of the Red Sea, and a large portion

of inner Africa :] their country is beneath, and

to the south of, the equinoctial line,- and beyond

them is [said to be] no habitation, or cultivation :

[sometimes applied to the Negroes absolutely;

for] some say that their country extendsfrom the

western parts of Africa nearly to Abyssinia,

[comprehending the whole of .Nigritia properly

so called, or at least the whole of the countries

of the Negroes known to the Arabs of the classical

ages,] and that part of it is on the JVile of

Egypt: (Msb :) the n. un. is l and :95),

(AA, A’Obeyd, ISk, $,1_<,) like as 1,”, i; at

,:,;Z (TA :) and V occurs as a br’oken pl.,

meaning the divisions and subtribes [of that na

tion] : so says AAF, and so in the M. (TA.)

3 a 3

$3)‘ and [of which the latter is the

more common, A man, and a thing, of, or belong

ing to, or relating to, the or . "j]: see thepreceding paragraph. Ca Ca’

J "a

1

a n2

Eijl:

Jaabv

ass-eh

see the first paragraph.

Jae-b

[Ginger; amomum zinziber ,-] a certain

plant growing in the country of the Arabs, in the

land of ’Omdn, (AHn, TA,) and in E'l-Yemen

also; (TA ;) well known: ($:) [or the root

thereof,] a certain root, or roots, (accord. to dif

ferent copies of the K,) creeping beneath the

ground; (K, TA ;) burning, or biting, to the

tongue; (TA ;) growing like the stalks of the

papyrus, (K, TA,) and the [mentioned

below]: there is no wild sort of it; nor is it a

tree that is eatenfresh like as herbs, or legnminous

plants, are eaten; but it is used in a dry state;

and its conserve is the best of conserves; and the

best thereof is what is brought from the country

ofthe Zinj and China : (TA :) it has a property

that is heating, or warming, digestive, lenitive in

a small degree, strengthening to the venereal

faculty, (K,TA,) clearing to the phlegm, (TA,)

sharpening to the intellect, (K) TA,) and ea;

hilnrating : (TA :) mixed with the moisture

of the liver of the goat, and dried, and pulverized,

and used as a collyrium, it removes thefilm. [upon

the eye], and obscurity of the sight. (K, TA.) _

It is mentioned in thefKur, where it is said,

[lxxvi. 17 and 18,] \;._s (5x5

51.52.11; [The ddmixture’ whereof shall be

M5), a fountain therein named Selsebeel]:

i. e. it shall have the flavour of [or ginger],

which the Arabs esteem very pleasant: it may

mean that is [essentially] in the wine of

Paradise: or that it is the admixture thereof: or

that it is a name for the fountain whence this

wine is taken, and which is named Selsebeel also.

(Az, 0, TA.) As some assert, (ISd, TA,) it

means also W'ine [absolutely]. (S, ISd, K.) _
) ‘or

.4319‘ A certain herb, or leguminous

plani, the leaves of which are like [those of] the

‘5315 [or salts: Aegyptia], and the twigs are
red :rit clears the [discoloration of theface termpd]

Jib, and the [spots in the skin termed] J4;

and it kills dogs,- (K ;) wherefore it is named in

relation to them. (TA.)_-1,93." i.q.

J 40,0!

jlhfi'jl [a word of Persian origin, now applied

by Arabs to A species of carline thistle].[Accord. to Freytag, Horminum, or salvia sil

vestris: but this, I believe, is what is called in

a nil a J a a, s e J

Pers. (DU-5:51.] _,\:.n i. q. owl)" [Inula

helenium, common inula, or elecampane].

19-‘)

Q. 1. (L111, K,) int‘. n. (s in art.

3),) Ile [fillipped, or] struck the thumb upon, or

against, the middlefingerniith theforefinger: in

art. )9)‘ :) or hefillipped with the nail of his thumb

and that ofhisforefingcr : (Lth, A, :') you say

I! meaning he put the nail of his thumb

upon that of his fore finger, and then fillipped

with them to him, (Lth, A,') saying l3‘. J20[Nor, or not even, the like of this will l’give

/l '0 r 01 e,

thee]; (Lth ;) meaning thus, L'u J24 _‘Lglasl ‘j’.

(A.) The subst., or the name of ibis [action],

(Lth,) is 1,193,. (Lth, 5.)

31,93) [A fillip, such as is described above]:

see what immediately precedes. _. A nail-paring :

I O

as also #33): both foreign words introduced into

the Arabic language: mentioned in the T

among quadriliteral-radical words. (TA.) _ A.




